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Specimen

L’année dernière, j’ai lu 2467 romans

Les Classiques
Books on Typography
26 caractères
Renacimiento del Libro

L’édition   
French Type Experte
Œuvres admirables du seizième siècle

CAMINANTE
J’aime la typographie
LigaDurAs
En un Lugar de La Mancha
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$£© abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
#€$¢£ƒ¥0123456789 #€$¢£ƒ¥0123456789 
#€$¢£ƒ¥0123456789 #€$¢£ƒ¥0123456789
 ⁰¹²³⁴⁵⁶⁷⁸⁹⁺⁻⁼⁽⁾₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉+−=₍₎
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789 0123456789 
1⁄1 2⁄2 3⁄3 4⁄4 5⁄5 6⁄6 7⁄7 8⁄8 9⁄9 0⁄0
⁄+−±×÷=≠~≈^<>≤≥¬¤∞◊∆Ω∂∫√∑∏πµ°ℓ℮№ 
((()))[[[]]]{{{}}},;:.…··•!?¡¿¿¡‘’“”‚„‹›‹›«»«»'"
⁄�/\|¦--––_——*†‡§¶&&@@@©®℗™ªº
`´ˆˇ̕˜¨¯˘˚˝˙¸˛̦ʻ
àáâãäāăåǻąæǽćĉčċçďđèéêěëēĕėęĝğġģĥħìíîĩïīĭįıĳĵķ
ĺľļłŀlńňñņòóôõöōŏőøǿœŕřŗśŝšşșßťţŧùúûũüūŭůűų
ẁẃŵẅỳýŷÿźžżŋðþ
ÀÁÂÃÄĀĂÅǺĄÆǼĆĈČĊÇĎĐÈÉÊĚËĒĔĖĘ
ĜĞĠĢĤĦÌÍÎĨÏĪĬİĮĲĴĶĹĽĻŁĿŃŇÑŅ
ÒÓÔÕÖŌŎŐØǾŒŔŘŖŚŜŠŞȘŤŢŦ
ÙÚÛŨÜŪŬŮŰŲẀẂŴẄỲÝŶŸŹŽŻŊÐÞ
àáâãäāăåǻąæǽćĉčċçďđèéêěëēĕėęĝğġģĥħìíîĩïī
ĭįiĳĵķĺľļłŀńňñņòóôõöōŏőøǿœŕřŗśŝšşșssťţŧ
ùúûũüūŭůűųẁẃŵẅỳýŷÿźžżŋðþ
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fffiffiflfflflffl ſ ct st Th
ſbſhſiſſiſlſſlſpſtſſ ſ
!?‘’“”/\–—†
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR
abcdefghijklmnopqr
SsTtUuVvWwXx YZ
→←↑↓↖↗↙↘☜☞(){}^~[].●:; 
❶❷❸❹❺❻❼❽❾❿
acdehiklmnrtuxz
ijmnpruvwxy
RX&  £
Q  
cceefrfufygyrtsptmtntrtttutvtwty
amanataubcbdbebobqoopepoumun
ABADAEAFAHAKALAPARCTCDOEBEDEHEMENEPERGTHE
HTLALLMBMEMFMHMKMLMPMRMTNKNMNNNPNR
NTOCOGOOOQRA�TBTDTETFTHTKTLTMTNTT
TRTTTUTVTWTXTYUBUDUEUFUHUKULUMUNUP
URUTYT

àáâãäāăåǻąæǽćĉčċçďđèéêě
ëēĕėęĥħìíîĩïīĭįıķĺľļłńňñņ
œŕřŗťţŧùúûũüūŭůűųźųź
ìíîĩïīĭįıĳĵńňñņŕřŗùúûũüū
ŭůűųẁẃŵẅỳýŷÿ
KĶŔŘ
�
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$£© àmámâmãmämāmămåmǻmànánânãnänānănånǻnańañàtátâtãtät
ātătåtǻtàuáuâuãuäuāuăuåuǻuaùaúaûaũaüaūaŭaůaűaųbćbĉbçbè
bébêbběbëbēbĕbėbębòbóbôbõböbōbŏbőćcĉcçccćcĉcçèe
éeêeěeëeēeĕeėeeèeéeêeěeëeēeĕeėeęgỳgýgŷgÿpèpépê
pěpëpēpĕpėpępòpópôpõpöpōpŏpőtńtñtŕtùtútûtũtütū
tŭtůtűtųtỳtýtŷtÿùmúmûmũmümūmŭmůműmùnúnûnũnü
nūnŭnůnűnuńuñ
ÀBÁBÂBÃBÄBĀBĂBÅBǺBÀDÁDÂDÃDÄDĂĀDĂDÅDǺDÀFÁF
ÂFÃFÄFĀFĂFÅFǺFÀHÁHÃHÄHĀHĂHÅHǺHÀKÁKÂKÃKÄK
ĀKĂKÅKǺKÀLÂLÃLÄLĀLĂLÅLǺLÀPÁPÂPÃPÄPĀPĂPÅPǺPÀRÂR
ÃRÄRĀRĂRÅRǺRAŘĆTĈTÇTDÒDÓDÔDÕDÖDŌDŎ
DŐÊBĚBËBĒBĔBĖBÊDĚDËDĒDĔDĖDÊHĚHËHĒHĔHĖHÊMĚM
ËMĒMĔMĖMÊNĚNËNĒNĔNĖNEŃEÑÊPĚPËPĒPĔPĖPÊRĚRËR
ĒRĔRĖREŘHÈHÉHÊHĚHËHĒHĔHĖHĘLÀLÁLÂLÃLÄLĀLĂ
LÅLǺLĄMÈMÉMÊMĚMËMĒMĔMĖMĘMŘŃKÑKŃMÑM
ŃNÑNNŃNÑŃPÑPŃRÑRNŘŃTÑTÒCÓCÔCÕCÖCŌC
ŎCŐCOĆOĈOÇÒGÓGÔGÕGÖGŌGŎGŐGÒQÓQÔQ
ÕQÖQŌQŎQŐQŘARÀRÁRÂRÃRÄRĀRĂRÅRǺRĄ
ŚTŠTTÈTÉTÊTĚTËTĒTĔTĖTĘTŃTÑTŘTÙTÚTÛTŨ
TÜTŪTŬTŮTŰTŲTỲTÝTŶTŸTÉTÊTĚTËTĒTĔTĖTĘ
TŃTÑTŘTÙTÚTÛTŨTÜTŪTŬTŮTŰTŲTỲTÝTŶTŸ
ÙBÚBÛBŨBÜBŪBŬBŮBŰBÙDÚDÛDŨDÜDŪDŬDŮDŰD
ÙEÚEÛEŨEÜEŪEŬEŮEŰEUÈUÉUÊUĚUËUĒUĔUĖUĘÙFÚF
ÛFŨFÜFŪFŬFŮFŰFÙHÚHÛHŨHÜHŪHŬHŮHŰHUKÙK
ÚKÛKŨKÜKŪKŬKŮKŰKÙLÚLÛLŨLÜLŪLŬLŮLŰLÙMÚM
ÛMŨMÜMŪMŬMŮMŰMÙNÚNÛNŨNÜNŪNŬNŮNŰN
UŃUÑÙPÚPÛPŨPÜPŪPŬPŮPŰPÙRÚRÛRŨRÜRŪRŬRŮR
ŰRUŘÙTÚTÛTŨTÜTŪTŬTŮTŰTỲTÝTŶTŸT
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$£© abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
#€$¢£ƒ¥0123456789 #€$¢£ƒ¥0123456789 
#€$¢£ƒ¥0123456789 #€$¢£ƒ¥0123456789
 ⁰¹²³⁴⁵⁶⁷⁸⁹⁺⁻⁼⁽⁾₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉+−=₍₎
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789 0123456789 
1⁄1 2⁄2 3⁄3 4⁄4 5⁄5 6⁄6 7⁄7 8⁄8 9⁄9 0⁄0
⁄+−±×÷=≠~≈^<>≤≥¬¤∞◊∆Ω∂∫√∑∏πµ°ℓ℮№ 
((()))[[[]]]{{{}}},;:.…··•!?¡¿¿¡‘’“”‚„‹›‹›«»«»'"
⁄�/\|¦--––_——*†‡§¶&&@@@©®℗™ªº
`´ˆˇ̕˜¨¯˘˚˝˙¸˛̦ʻ
àáâãäāăåǻąæǽćĉčċçďđèéêěëēĕėęĝğġģĥħìíîĩïīĭįıĳĵķ
ĺľ ļłŀlńňñņòóôõöōŏőøǿœŕřŗśŝšşșßťţŧùúûũüūŭůűų
ẁẃŵẅỳýŷÿźžżŋðþ
ÀÁÂÃÄĀĂÅǺĄÆǼĆĈČĊÇĎĐÈÉÊĚËĒĔĖĘ
ĜĞĠĢĤĦÌÍÎĨÏĪĬİĮĲĴĶĹĽĻŁĿŃŇÑŅ
ÒÓÔÕÖŌŎŐØǾŒŔŘŖŚŜŠŞȘŤŢŦ
ÙÚÛŨÜŪŬŮŰŲẀẂŴẄỲÝŶŸŹŽŻŊÐÞ
àáâãäāăåǻąæǽćĉčċçďđèéêěëēĕėęĝğġģĥħìíîĩïīĭįiĳĵ
ķĺľļłŀńňñņòóôõöōŏőøǿœŕřŗśŝšşșssťţŧùúûũüū
ŭůűųẁẃŵẅỳýŷÿźžżŋðþ
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$£© fffiffiflfflflffl ct st Th
ſbſhſiſſiſlſſlſpſtſſ ſ
!?‘’“”/\–—†
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR
abcdefghijklmnopqr
SsTtUuVvWwXx YZ
→←↑↓↖↗↙↘☜☞(){}^~[].●:; 
❶❷❸❹❺❻❼❽❾❿
acdehiklmnrtuxz
ijmnpruvwxy
dgkqxz
ABCDFHIKLMNOQRSTUVWXYZ £
A 
cceefrfufygyrtsptmtntrtttutvtwtyasesisllusEx 
amanataubcbdbebobqoopepoumun
ABADAEAFAHAKALAPARCTDOEBEDEHEMENEPERGTHEHT
LALLMBMEMFMHMKMLMPMRMTNKNMNNNPNRNTOC
OGOOOQRA�TBTDTETFTHTKTLTMTNTTPTRTT
TUTVTWTXTYUBUDUEUFUHUKULUMUNUPURUTYT

àáâãäāăåǻąæǽćĉčċçďđèéêěëēĕ
ėęĥħìíîĩïīĭįıķĺľļłńňñņœŕřŗťţŧ
ùúûũüūŭůűųź
ìíîĩïīĭįıĳĵńňñņŕřŗùúûũüūŭů
űųẁẃŵẅỳýŷÿ
ďđķźžż
ÀÁÂÃÄĀĂÅǺĄÆǼĆĈČĊÇĎĐÈÉÊĚËĒ
ĔĖĘĤĦÌÍÎĨÏĪĬİĮĶĹĽĻŁĿŃŇÑŅÒÓÔÕÖŌŎŐØǾ
ŒŔŘŖŚŜŠŞȘŤŢŦÙÚÛŨÜŪŬŮŰŲẀẂ
ŴẄỲÝŶŸŹŽŻŊ
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$£© �
 
àmámâmãmämāmămåmǻmànánânãnänānănånǻnańañ����
�������àtátâtãtätātătåtǻtàuáuâuãuäuāuăuåuǻuaùaúaûaũaü
aūaŭaůaűaųbćbĉbçbèbébêbběbëbēbĕbėbębòbóbôbõböbōbŏbőćcĉc
çccćcĉcçèeéeêeěeëeēeĕeėeeèeéeêeěeëeēeĕeėeę������
����gỳgýgŷgÿ��pèpépêpěpëpēpĕpėpępòpópôpõpöpōpŏpő
tńtñtŕtùtútûtũtütūtŭtůtűtųtỳtýtŷtÿùmúmûmũmümūmŭm
ůműmùnúnûnũnünūnŭnůnűnuńuñ����������� 
ÈxÉxÊxĚxËxĒxĔxĖx
ÀBÁBÂBÃBÄBĀBĂBÅBǺBÀDÁDÂDÃDÄDĂĀDĂDÅDǺDÀFÁFÂFÃF
ÄFĀFĂFÅFǺFÀHÁHÃHÄHĀHĂHÅHǺHÀKÁKÂKÃKÄKĀKĂKÅKǺK
ÀLÂLÃLÄLĀLĂLÅLǺLÀPÁPÂPÃPÄPĀPĂPÅPǺPÀRÂRÃRÄRĀRĂRÅRǺR
AŘĆTĈTÇTDÒDÓDÔDÕDÖDŌDŎDŐÊBĚBËBĒBĔBĖBÊDĚD
ËDĒDĔDĖDÊHĚHËHĒHĔHĖHÊMĚMËMĒMĔMĖMÊNĚNËNĒNĔNĖN
EŃEÑÊPĚPËPĒPĔPĖPÊRĚRËRĒRĔRĖREŘHÈHÉHÊHĚHËHĒHĔHĖHĘ
LÀLÁLÂLÃLÄLĀLĂLÅLǺLĄMÈMÉMÊMĚMËMĒMĔMĖMĘ
MŘŃKÑKŃMÑMŃNÑNNŃNÑŃPÑPŃRÑRNŘŃTÑTÒCÓCÔC
ÕCÖCŌCŎCŐCOĆOĈOÇÒGÓGÔGÕGÖGŌGŎGŐGÒQÓQ
ÔQÕQÖQŌQŎQŐQŘARÀRÁRÂRÃRÄRĀRĂRÅRǺRĄ
ŚTŠTTÈTÉTÊTĚTËTĒTĔTĖTĘTŃTÑTŘTÙTÚTÛTŨTÜTŪ
TŬTŮTŰTŲTỲTÝTŶTŸTÉTÊTĚTËTĒTĔTĖTĘTŃTÑTŘ
TÙTÚTÛTŨTÜTŪTŬTŮTŰTŲTỲTÝTŶTŸÙBÚBÛBŨBÜB
ŪBŬBŮBŰBÙDÚDÛDŨDÜDŪDŬDŮDŰDÙEÚEÛEŨEÜEŪEŬE
ŮEŰEUÈUÉUÊUĚUËUĒUĔUĖUĘÙFÚFÛFŨFÜFŪFŬFŮFŰFÙHÚH
ÛHŨHÜHŪHŬHŮHŰHUKÙKÚKÛKŨKÜKŪKŬKŮKŰKÙLÚLÛL
ŨLÜLŪLŬLŮLŰLÙMÚMÛMŨMÜMŪMŬMŮMŰMÙNÚNÛNŨN
ÜNŪNŬNŮNŰNUŃUÑÙPÚPÛPŨPÜPŪPŬPŮPŰPÙRÚRÛRŨR
ÜRŪRŬRŮRŰRUŘÙTÚTÛTŨTÜTŪTŬTŮTŰTỲTÝTŶTŸT
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{[(‹«abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz- – — »›)]}
{[(‹«abCdefghijkLMnopqrst- – — »›)]}
{[(abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz)]}
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz no no 1a 2o
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz  no no 1a 2o
fffbffbfhffhfiff ifjffjfkffkf lff lftfft
fffbffbfhffhfiffifjffjfkffkflfflftfft
12345678900#€$¢£ƒ¥ 
12345678900#€$¢£ƒ¥
12345678900#€$¢£ƒ¥
12345678900#€$¢£ƒ¥ 
1234567890+−=() 1234567890+−=()
1234567890+−=() 1234567890+−=()
1234567890 1234567890
1/2 2/3 3/5 5/6 6/7 7/8 8/9 0/0 0/00
1/2 2/3 3/5 5/6 6/7 7/8 8/9 0/0 ‰

all capitals feature

all small caps feature 

standard

superiors & ordinals

standard

ligatures 

capital tabular figures (default)

capital figures

minuscule tabular figures

minuscule figures

standard

superscript 
& subscript figures

numerator
& denominator figures

standard

fractions feature 

£
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£

discretionary ligatures

standard

historical  forms

standard

stylistic set 1,

ornaments

standard

stylistic set 2,

swashes

stylistic set 3,

swashes 

+ contextual alternates

standard

initial form

final form

standard

stylistic set 4,

stylistic alternates

standard

stylistic set 5,

titling alternates

(tradititional ligatures)

ctstTh
ctstTh
sbshsissislsslspstss s
ſbſhſiſſiſlſſlſpſtſſ ſ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR
abcdefghijklmnopqr
SsTtUuVvWwXx YZ
1234567890<>+−×÷=±~^
!?‘’“”/\–—†][.,:;
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR
abcdefghijklmnopqr
SsTtUuVvWwXx YZ
❶❷❸❹❺❻❼❽❾❿←→↑↓↖↗↙↘
!?‘’“”/\–—† ][~^.●:;
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRRSTUVWXYZ£& 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRRSTUVWXYZ£&
abcd efghijklm nopqrst uvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRRSTUVWXYZ£&
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
a b c d e fgh i jk l m n opqr st u vwx yz 
aeAQq&
Q

cceefrfufygyrtsptmtntrtttutvtwty
cceefrfufygyrtsptmtntrtttutvtwty
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£

stylistic set 6,

titling alternates

(additional ligatures)

amanataubcbdbebobqoopepoumun
ABADAEAFAHAKALAPARCTDOEBEDEH
EMENEPERGTHEHTLALLMBMEMFMH
MKMLMPMRMTNKNMNNNPNRNTOC
OGOOOQRATBTDTETFTHTKTLTMTN
TPTRTTTUTVTWTXTYUBUDUEUFUH
UKULUMUNUPURUTYT
amanataubcbdbebobqoopepoumun
ABADAEAFAHAKALAPARCTDOEBEDEH
EMENEPERGTHEHTLALLMBMEMFMH
MKMLMPMRMTNKNMNNNPNRNTOC
OGOOOQRATBTDTETFTHTKTLTMTN
TPTRTTTUTVTWTXTYUBUDUEUFUH
UKULUMUNUPURUTYT
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all capitals feature

all small caps feature 

standard

superiors & ordinals

standard

ligatures 

capital tabular figures (default)

capital figures

minuscule tabular figures

minuscule figures

standard

superscript 
& subscript figures

numerator
& denominator figures

standard

fractions feature 

£ {[(‹«abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz- – — »›)]}
{[(‹«ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRST- – — »›)]}
{[(abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz)]}
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz no No 1a 2o
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz  no no 1ª 2º
fffbffbfhffhfiffifjffjfkffkflfflftfft 
fffiffiflffl 
12345678900#€$¢£ƒ¥ 
12345678900#€$¢£ƒ¥ 
12345678900#€$¢£ƒ¥ 
12345678900#€$¢£ƒ¥  
1234567890+−=() 1234567890+−=()
¹²³4567890+−=() 1234567890+−=()
1234567890 1234567890
1/2 2/3 3/5 5/6 6/7 7/8 8/9 0/0 0/00
1⁄2 2⁄3 3⁄5 5⁄6 6⁄7 7⁄8 8⁄9 0⁄0 ‰
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£

discretionary ligatures

standard

historical  forms

standard

stylistic set 1,

ornaments

standard

stylistic set 2,

Swashes

stylistic set 3,

Swashes 

+ contextual alternates

standard

initial form

final form 

standard

stylistic set 4,

stylistic alternates

standard

stylistic set 5,

titling alternates

(traditional ligatures)

ctstTh
ctstTh
sbshsissislsslspstss s
ſbſhſiſſiſlſſlſpſtſſ ſ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR
abcdefghijklmnopqr
SsTtUuVvWwXx YZ
1234567890<>+−×÷=±~^
!?‘’“”/\–—†][.,:;
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQR
abcdefghijklmnopqr
SsTtUuVvWwXx YZ
❶❷❸❹❺❻❼❽❾❿←→↑↓↖↗↙↘
!?‘’“”/\–—† ][~^.●:;
abcddefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ &£ 
abcdd efghijklm nopqrst uvwxyzz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ £
abcdd efghijklm nopqrst uvwxyzz
ABCDEFGH IJKLMNOPQRSTU VWXYZ £
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzz
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ab c d e fgh i jk l m n opqr st u vwx yz
aeAQq&
A

cceefrfufygyrtsptmtntrtttutvtwtyasesisllusEx
cceefrfufygyrtsptmtntrtttutvtwtyasesisllusEx
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Le Monde Livre Classic

£

stylistic set 6,

titling alternates

(additional ligatures)

amanataubcbdbebobqoopepoumun
ABADAEAFAHAKALAPARCTDOEBEDEH
EMENEPERGTHEHTLALLMBMEMFMH
MKMLMPMRMTNKNMNNNPNRNTOC
OGOOOQRATBTDTETFTHTKTLTMTN
TPTRTTTUTVTWTXTYUBUDUEUFUH
UKULUMUNUPURUTYT
amanataubcbdbebobqoopepoumun
ABADAEAFAHAKALAPARCTDOEBEDEH
EMENEPERGTHEHTLALLMBMEMFMH
MKMLMPMRMTNKNMNNNPNRNTOC
OGOOOQRATBTDTETFTHTKTLTMTN
TPTRTTTUTVTWTXTYUBUDUEUFUH
UKULUMUNUPURUTYT
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stylistic set 1

ornaments

stylistic set 2

swashes

stylistic set 3

swashes

+ contextual alternates

stylistic set 5

titling alternates

(traditional ligatures)

stylistic set 4

stylistic alternates

stylistic set 6

titling alternates

(additional ligatures) 

discretionary 

ligatures

I am very pleased that so many people lIke my 
typefaces and am happy to see the way they are 
used in most cases. once in a while Quincy 
see them condensed so much that they look 
absolutely squished or extended so much 

I aM very pLeased that so Many peopLe LIke my typefaces and am 
happy to see the way they are used in most cases. 
once in a while robert see them condensed so much 
that they look absolutely squished or extended so 
much that they look comical, and I don’t like that. 

I aM very pLeased that so Many peopLe LIke my typefaces and am happy 
to see the way they are used in most cases. once in a while robert see 
them condensed so much that they look absolutely squished or extended so 
much that they look comical, and I don’t like that. It ruins the sensitivity of 
the forms and makes all my careful work unrecognizable. I’d rather peo-

I aM very pLeased that so Many peopLe LIke my typefaces and am happy 
to see the way they are used in most cases. once in a while robert see them condensed 
so much that they look absolutely squished or extended so much that they look comi-
cal, and I don’t like that. It ruins the sensitivity of the forms and makes all my careful 
work unrecognizable. I’d rather people use the faces as they are. If they don’t work 

I aM very pLeased that so Many peopLe LIke my typefaces and am happy 
to see the way they are used in most cases. once in a while robert see them condensed 
so much that they look absolutely squished or extended so much that they look comi-
cal, and I don’t like that. It ruins the sensitivity of the forms and makes all my careful 
work unrecognizable. I’d rather people use the faces as they are. If they don’t work 

I aM very pLeased that so Many peopLe LIke my typefaces and am happy to 
see the way they are used in most cases. once in a while robert see them condensed so 
much that they look absolutely squished or extended so much that they look comical, 
and I don’t like that. It ruins the sensitivity of the forms and makes all my careful work 
unrecognizable. I’d rather people use the faces as they are. If they don’t work for a specific 

I aM very pLeased that so Many peopLe LIke my typefaces and am happy 
to see the way they are used in most cases. once in a while robert see them condensed 
so much that they look absolutely squished or extended so much that they look comi-
cal, and I don’t like that. It ruins the sensitivity of the forms and makes all my careful 
work unrecognizable. I’d rather people use the faces as they are. If they don’t work 

I aM very pLeased that so Many peopLe LIke my typefaces and am happy 
to see the way they are used in most cases. once in a while robert see them condensed 
so much that they look absolutely squished or extended so much that they look comi-
cal, and I don’t like that. It ruins the sensitivity of the forms and makes all my careful 
work unrecognizable. I’d rather people use the faces as they are. If they don’t work 

£
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stylistic set 1

ornaments

stylistic set 2

swashes

stylistic set 3

swashes

+ contextual alternates

stylistic set 5

titling alternates

(traditional ligatures)

stylistic set 4

stylistic alternates

stylistic set 6

titling alternates

(additional ligatures) 

discretionary 

ligatures

£

I AM VERY PLEASED THAT SO MANY PEOPLE LIKE my typefaces and am happy to see the 
way they are used in most cases. Once in a while Robert see them condensed so much that they 
look absolutely squished or extended so much that they look comical, and I don’t like that. It 
ruins the sensitivity of the forms and makes all my careful work unrecognizable. I’d rather peo-
ple use the faces as they are. If they don’t work for a specific purpose, the designer should choose 

I AM VERY PLEASED THAT SO MANY PEOPLE LIKE my 
typefaces and am happy to see the way they are 
used in most cases. Once in a while Quincy 
see them condensed so much that they look 
absolutely squished or extended so much 

I AM VERY PLEASED THAT SO MANY PEOPLE LIKE my typefaces and am 
happy to see the way they are used in most cases. Once in 
a while Quincy see them condensed so much that they look 
absolutely squished or extended so much that they look comi-
cal, and I don’t like that. It ruins the sensitivity of the forms 

I AM VERY PLEASED THAT SO MANY PEOPLE LIKE my typefaces and am happy 
to see the way they are used in most cases. Once in a while Quincy see them 
condensed so much that they look absolutely squished or extended so much that they 
look comical, and I don’t like that. It ruins the sensitivity of the forms and makes all 
my careful work unrecognizable. I’d rather people use the faces as they are. If they 

I AM VERY PLEASED THAT SO MANY PEOPLE LIKE my typefaces and am happy to see the 
way they are used in most cases. Once in a while Quincy see them condensed so much that they 
look absolutely squished or extended so much that they look comical, and I don’t like that. It 
ruins the sensitivity of the forms and makes all my careful work unrecognizable. I’d rather peo-
ple use the faces as they are. If they don’t work for a specific purpose, the designer should choose 

I AM VERY PLEASED THAT SO MANY PEOPLE LIKE my typefaces and am happy to see the 
way they are used in most cases. Once in a while Quincy see them condensed so much that they 
look absolutely squished or extended so much that they look comical, and I don’t like that. It ruins 
the sensitivity of the forms and makes all my careful work unrecognizable. I’d rather people use 
the faces as they are. If they don’t work for a specific purpose, the designer should choose a more 

I AM VERY PLEASED THAT SO MANY PEOPLE LIKE my typefaces and am happy to see the 
way they are used in most cases. Once in a while Quincy see them condensed so much that they 
look absolutely squished or extended so much that they look comical, and I don’t like that. It 
ruins the sensitivity of the forms and makes all my careful work unrecognizable. I’d rather peo-
ple use the faces as they are. If they don’t work for a specific purpose, the designer should choose 

I AM VERY PLEASED THAT SO MANY PEOPLE LIKE my typefaces and am happy to see the 
way they are used in most cases. Once in a while Quincy see them condensed so much that they 
look absolutely squished or extended so much that they look comical, and I don’t like that. It 
ruins the sensitivity of the forms and makes all my careful work unrecognizable. I’d rather peo-
ple use the faces as they are. If they don’t work for a specific purpose, the designer should choose 
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Le Monde Livre Classic
Tabular figures widths (in 

lining or oldstyle versions) 

are compatible in all weight 

combinations.

Regular

Italic

Book

Demi

ExtraDemi

Bold

12345678900#€$¢£ƒ¥
12345678900#€$¢£ƒ¥
12345678900#€$¢£ƒ¥
12345678900#€$¢£ƒ¥
12345678900#€$¢£ƒ¥
12345678900#€$¢£ƒ¥
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Le Monde Livre Classic

 10 pt

 12 pt

£
with a selection

of OpenType Pro features

14 pt

18 pt

24 pt

40 pt

In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in the decorative arts. While the simplic-
ity of the lines has been preserved, the straightness is yielding and a distinguished elegance is 
coming into its own again. Typography has not been neglected in these developments, which 
have been expressed by an obvious reversion to certain styles. However, most of the existing 
types were old-fashioned and not adapted to today’s working methods, owing their fragility. A 
new typeface had to be found with a design that corresponded to today’s taste. Thus we have 
created Le Monde Livre Classic, a modern and elegant typeface, both practical and robust… In 
recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in the decorative arts. While the simplicity of 
In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in the decorative arts. While the 
simplicity of the lines has been preserved, the straightness is yielding and a distin-

A new typeface had to be found with a design that corresponded to 
today’s taste. Thus we have created Le Monde Livre Classic, a modern 
and elegant typeface, both practical and robust… In recent years, a 
new tendency has become manifest in the decorative arts. While the 
simplicity of the lines has been preserved, the straightness is yielding 
and a distinguished elegance is coming into its own again. Typography 

However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned and not 
adapted to today’s working methods, owing their fragility. A new 
typeface had to be found with a design that corresponded to today’s 
taste. Thus we have created Le Monde Livre Classic, a modern and 
elegant typeface, both practical and robust… In recent years, a new 

In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest 
in the decorative arts. While the simplicity of the 
lines has been preserved, the straightness is yielding 
and a distinguished elegance is coming into its own 

However, most of the existing types were 
old-fashioned and not adapted to today’s 
A neW TypefACe HAd To be 

In recent years, a new 

However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned 
and not adapted to today’s working methods, owing their 
fragility. A new typeface had to be found with a design 
that corresponded to today’s taste. Thus we have created 
Le Monde Livre Classic, a modern and elegant typeface, 
both practical and robust… In recent years, a new ten-
dency has become manifest in the decorative arts. While 
the simplicity of the lines has been preserved, the straight-
ness is yielding and a distinguished elegance is coming 

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
AbCdefgHIjkLMnopqrsTuvWxyz & 

However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned and not adapted to 
today’s working methods, owing their fragility. A new typeface had to be 
found with a design that corresponded to today’s taste. Thus we have cre-
ated Le Monde Livre Classic, a modern and elegant typeface, both practical 
and robust… In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in the 
decorative arts. While the simplicity of the lines has been preserved, the 
straightness is yielding and a distinguished elegance is coming into its own 
again. Typography has not been neglected in these developments, which have 
been expressed by an obvious reversion to certain styles. However, most of 
the existing types were old-fashioned and not adapted to today’s working 
methods, owing their fragility. A new typeface had to be found with a design 
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In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in the decorative arts. While the simplic-
ity of the lines has been preserved, the straightness is yielding and a distinguished elegance 

However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned and not adapted to today’s 
working methods, owing to their fragility. A new typeface had to be found with a 
design that corresponded to today’s taste. Therefore we have created Le Monde Livre 
Classic, a modern and elegant typeface, both practical and robust… In recent years, a 
new tendency has become manifest in the decorative arts. While the simplicity of the 
lines has been preserved, the straightness is yielding and a distinguished elegance is 
coming into its own again. Typography has not been neglected in these develop-
ments, which have been expressed by an obvious reversion to certain styles. However, 
most of the existing types were old-fashioned and not adapted to today’s working 
methods, owing to their fragility. A new typeface had to be found with a design that 
corresponded to today’s taste. Therefore we have created Le Monde Livre Classic, a 

However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned and not 
adapted to today’s working methods, owing to their fragility. A 
new typeface had to be found with a design that corresponded 
to today’s taste. Therefore we have created Le Monde Livre 
Classic, a modern and elegant typeface, both practical and 
robust… In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest 
in the decorative arts. While the simplicity of the lines has 
been preserved, the straightness is yielding and a distinguished 
elegance is coming into its own again. Typography has not been 

In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in the decorative arts. While the simplicity of the 
lines has been preserved, the straightness is yielding and a distinguished elegance is coming into its 
own again. Typography has not been neglected in these developments, which have been expressed by 
an obvious reversion to certain styles. However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned and not 
adapted to today’s working methods, owing to their fragility. A new typeface had to be found with a 
design that corresponded to today’s taste. Therefore we have created Le Monde Livre Classic, a modern 
and elegant typeface, both practical and robust… In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in 
the decorative arts. While the simplicity of the lines has been preserved, the straightness is yielding and a 

A new typeface had to be found with a design that corresponded to today’s 
taste. Therefore we have created Le Monde Livre Classic, a modern and el-
egant typeface, both practical and robust… In recent years, a new tenden-
cy has become manifest in the decorative arts. While the simplicity of the lines 
has been preserved, the straightness is yielding and a distinguished elegance 
is coming into its own again. Typography has not been neglected in these 

However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned and not adapted to 
today’s working methods, owing to their fragility. A new typeface had to be 
found with a design that corresponded to today’s taste. Therefore we have 
created Le Monde Livre Classic, a modern and elegant typeface, both prac-
tical and robust… In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in 

In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in 
the decorative arts. While the simplicity of the lines has 
been preserved, the straightness is yielding and a distin-
guished elegance is coming into its own again. Typography 

A NEW TYPEFACE HAD TO BE FOUND 

However, most of the existing types were old-
fashioned and not adapted to today’s work-

In recent years, a new ten-
abcd efghi jk lmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
ABCDEFGHIJK LMNOPQR STUV WXYZ & 
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In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in the decorative arts. While 
the simplicity of the lines has been preserved, the straightness is yielding and a dis-

However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned and not adapted to 
today’s working methods, owing to their fragility. A new typeface had to be 
found with a design that corresponded to today’s taste. Therefore we have 
created Le Monde Livre Classic, a modern and elegant typeface, both practi-
cal and robust… In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in 
the decorative arts. While the simplicity of the lines has been preserved, the 
straightness is yielding and a distinguished elegance is coming into its own 
again. Typography has not been neglected in these developments, which 
have been expressed by an obvious reversion to certain styles. However, 
most of the existing types were old-fashioned and not adapted to today’s 
working methods, owing to their fragility. A new typeface had to be found 

However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned 
and not adapted to today’s working methods, owing 
to their fragility. A new typeface had to be found with 
a design that corresponded to today’s taste. Therefore 
we have created Le Monde Livre Classic, a modern and 
elegant typeface, both practical and robust… In recent 
years, a new tendency has become manifest in the 
decorative arts. While the simplicity of the lines has been 
preserved, the straightness is yielding and a distinguished 

In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in the decorative arts. While the simplic-
ity of the lines has been preserved, the straightness is yielding and a distinguished elegance is 
coming into its own again. Typography has not been neglected in these developments, which 
have been expressed by an obvious reversion to certain styles. However, most of the existing 
types were old-fashioned and not adapted to today’s working methods, owing to their fragil-
ity. A new typeface had to be found with a design that corresponded to today’s taste. Therefore 
we have created Le Monde Livre Classic, a modern and elegant typeface, both practical and 
robust… In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in the decorative arts. While 

A new typeface had to be found with a design that corresponded 
to today’s taste. Therefore we have created Le Monde Livre Classic, a 
modern and elegant typeface, both practical and robust… In recent 
years, a new tendency has become manifest in the decorative arts. 
While the simplicity of the lines has been preserved, the straightness is 
yielding and a distinguished elegance is coming into its own again. 

However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned and not 
adapted to today’s working methods, owing to their fragility. A 
new typeface had to be found with a design that corresponded to 
today’s taste. Therefore we have created Le Monde Livre Classic, a 
modern and elegant typeface, both practical and robust… In recent 

In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest 
in the decorative arts. While the simplicity of the 
lines has been preserved, the straightness is yield-
ing and a distinguished elegance is coming into its 

A neW TypefACe HAd To Be 

However, most of the existing types 
were old-fashioned and not adapted to 

In recent years, a new 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
ABCdefgHIjkLMnopqrsTuvWxyz & 
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In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in the decorative arts. While 
the simplicity of the lines has been preserved, the straightness is yielding and 

However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned and not adapted 
to today’s working methods, owing to their fragility. A new typeface had 
to be found with a design that corresponded to today’s taste. Therefore 
we have created Le Monde Livre Classic, a modern and elegant typeface, 
both practical and robust… In recent years, a new tendency has become 
manifest in the decorative arts. While the simplicity of the lines has been 
preserved, the straightness is yielding and a distinguished elegance is com-
ing into its own again. Typography has not been neglected in these develop-
ments, which have been expressed by an obvious reversion to certain styles. 
However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned and not adapted 
to today’s working methods, owing to their fragility. A new typeface had 

However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned 
and not adapted to today’s working methods, owing 
to their fragility. A new typeface had to be found with 
a design that corresponded to today’s taste. Therefore 
we have created Le Monde Livre Classic, a modern 
and elegant typeface, both practical and robust… In 
recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in 
the decorative arts. While the simplicity of the lines has 
been preserved, the straightness is yielding and a distin-

In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in the decorative arts. While the 
simplicity of the lines has been preserved, the straightness is yielding and a distinguished 
elegance is coming into its own again. Typography has not been neglected in these devel-
opments, which have been expressed by an obvious reversion to certain styles. However, 
most of the existing types were old-fashioned and not adapted to today’s working methods, 
owing to their fragility. A new typeface had to be found with a design that corresponded 
to today’s taste. Therefore we have created Le Monde Livre Classic, a modern and elegant 
typeface, both practical and robust… In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest 

A new typeface had to be found with a design that corresponded 
to today’s taste. Therefore we have created Le Monde Livre Classic, 
a modern and elegant typeface, both practical and robust… In 
recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in the decora-
tive arts. While the simplicity of the lines has been preserved, the 
straightness is yielding and a distinguished elegance is coming into 

However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned and not 
adapted to today’s working methods, owing to their fragility. A 
new typeface had to be found with a design that corresponded 
to today’s taste. Therefore we have created Le Monde Livre Clas-
sic, a modern and elegant typeface, both practical and robust… In 

In recent years, a new tendency has become mani-
fest in the decorative arts. While the simplicity 
of the lines has been preserved, the straightness 
is yielding and a distinguished elegance is com-

A neW TypefACe HAD To be 

However, most of the existing types 
were old-fashioned and not adapted 

In recent years, a new 
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
AbCDefgHIjkLMnopqrsTuvWxyz & 
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In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in the decorative arts. While 
the simplicity of the lines has been preserved, the straightness is yielding and 

However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned and not adapted 
to today’s working methods, owing to their fragility. A new typeface had 
to be found with a design that corresponded to today’s taste. Therefore 
we have created Le Monde Livre Classic, a modern and elegant typeface, 
both practical and robust… In recent years, a new tendency has become 
manifest in the decorative arts. While the simplicity of the lines has been 
preserved, the straightness is yielding and a distinguished elegance is 
coming into its own again. Typography has not been neglected in these 
developments, which have been expressed by an obvious reversion to 
certain styles. However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned and 
not adapted to today’s working methods, owing to their fragility. A new 

However, most of the existing types were old-fashioned 
and not adapted to today’s working methods, owing 
to their fragility. A new typeface had to be found with 
a design that corresponded to today’s taste. Therefore 
we have created Le Monde Livre Classic, a modern and 
elegant typeface, both practical and robust… In recent 
years, a new tendency has become manifest in the deco-
rative arts. While the simplicity of the lines has been 
preserved, the straightness is yielding and a distin-

In recent years, a new tendency has become manifest in the decorative arts. While the 
simplicity of the lines has been preserved, the straightness is yielding and a distinguished 
elegance is coming into its own again. Typography has not been neglected in these devel-
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